
Could Be the Gambling in China Much More Than the Alcohol
Addiction? 
In Chaldean numerology, the numerical significance of gambilng is also called Chi. This

number is derived from the Chinese gaming system and is interpreted as"worth".

Additionally, it may be related to the notion of Qi or even"lifeforce". From the Western

astrology, this number is recognized as very significant from the process of birth, divorce,

death, marriage, and many other activities. 

 

According to the Chinese calendar, the year is divided in to four different segments namely:

Ba Gua, Qi,'' Jia Rou, and Shen Jiu. All these are named so as a result of the five water

betters (Ba Gua ="Good Water", Qi ="Blue River", Jia Rou ="Red River", and Shen Jiu

="Jade River"). Each section contains ten cycles of per year. Throughout these ten cycles,

each one the people living in that time period do what they should. For instance, in Ba Gua,

the people drink beer since it is regulations throughout the world; throughout Qi, folks eat and

make money; while during the Jia Rou, people gamble and make love. 

 

After the cycle of Ba Gua comes to an end, Qi will be substituted with Shen Jiu, which is the

subsequent cycle. So, every fourteen days, somebody must do something to earn money

and earn love in their life. If you don't, you then will return to your unique cycle. But should

you some things that improve your own life, then you definitely are"worthy" to acquire more

bet in the casino gaming slot machines. 

 

The Chinese think that they ought to win more at the casinos because they have been"better

than the others". Hence, betting will be the only way to allow them to establish their

worthiness in the eyes of different folks, especially the ones in authority. Check out this site

But these authorities in China have long ago made up their minds about betting: they do not

like it whatsoever. Atone point, the martial-law experts advocated against playing the

blackjack and slots. But that's a whole other story. 

 

During the time when casinos started to be built in China, there were lots of concerns

regarding the people who would live in those cities. Howeverit turns out that gambling was a

massive money maker for its Chinese. Therefore, the city government realized that it had to

prohibit all kinds of alcohol in order to restrain the problem of addicts. However, they soon

realized they can not accomplish this: thus, they just started to ban all alcohol, including beer. 

 

If you're residing in a location where alcohol is not permitted, it is possible to still enjoy your

beer. This is the reason a few Chinese folks drink too much beer and wind up losing their

head. Hence, they need to drink more beer simply to just forget about their anger and

anxieties. And thus , the government chose to make a ban on beer to work out this problem.

They also decided to earn a ban on casinos because they realized that gambling has got

some thing todo with an imbalance in the brain compounds of players. 

 

There was no need for those Chinese governments to be worried about the taxpayers of their

cities. They realized they should focus on recovering ways to modulate the number of people
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that drink beer or lose their mind from the casinos. That is the reason why they chose to

develop a match which was rigorously supervised: the Lotto. But, instead of having the

government create a game that has been commanded by the natives, they decided to

produce a match that has been just available for Oriental folks. Consequently they created

the federal lottery from China. 

 

There is not any doubt that the Chinese individuals have become addicted to playing the

federal lottery match. However, they have become even more dependent on playing the

match named Chinese Lotto. As per a recent story on the Chinese paper that the Chinese

Lotto is now popular over the last few months. And if the modern reports should be believed,

the Chinese Lotto has become more addictive and it can be mentioned that it might already

be categorized as gambling.


